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Abstract

hepatitis X). This will not be the case, however, if :
denotes the ordinary negation of fuzzy logic, where
the negation of a sentence F is evaluated with the
positive certainty value 1 C (F ) whenever F itself
has a certainty value C (F ) < 1.
In real world knowledge bases like, for instance,
relational or deductive databases, it is essential to
be able to infer negative information by means of
minimal (or stable) entailment, i.e. drawing inferences on the basis of minimal (or stable) models.
It turns out that for fuzzy logic programs, like for
normal logic programs, minimal models are not adequate because they are not able to account for the
directedness of rules. Therefore, the more re ned
preference criterion of stability is needed to capture
the class of intended models. In this paper, we introduce the new notion of stable generated models
of fuzzy logic programs, thereby laying the foundations of nonmonotonic reasoning with fuzzy information based on the preferential semantics of stable
generated models. Our stable semantics of fuzzy
logic programs is not restricted to any speci c rule
format. In fact, it admits of rules with or without
weights, and it allows for arbitrary formulas in both
the body and the head of a rule, including the case
of disjunction and negation in the head.
In the literature, there is no clear taxonomy of
uncertainty in databases and logic programs. An
obvious distinction, however, concerns the uncertainty expressed at the level of attribute values, or
at the level of the applicability of a predicate to a
tuple (resp. its membership in a class of objects).
While the former has been associated with the issue
of handling vagueness, the latter corresponds to an
account of uncertainty-quali ed sentences. In this
paper we do not treat vagueness due to fuzzy-setvalued attributes, but only the more fundamental
issue of gradual uncertainty based on fuzzy relations over ordinary (i.e. crisp) attributes.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section
3, we de ne semi-possibilistic logic. In section 4, we
de ne a natural information ordering between fuzzy
interpretations which is the basis for the notions of
minimal and stable models. Fuzzy logic programs
and stable models are de ned in section 5, where we
show that normal logic programs under the stable

We propose to replace Zadeh's DeMorgan-type
negation in fuzzy logic by a Heyting-type negation which, unlike the former, preserves the law of
the excluded contradiction and is more in line with
negation in databases and logic programs. We show
that the resulting system can be used for obtaining
conservative extensions of relational and deductive
databases (resp. normal logic programs).

1 Introduction
The semantics of databases and logic programs is
de ned on the basis of intended Herbrand models.
We show that this also holds for fuzzy databases
and logic programs. There are, however, two possibilities how to evaluate negation in fuzzy Herbrand
interpretations based on linear certainty scales. As
an alternative to Zadeh's DeMorgan-type negation,
we propose a Heyting-type negation which preserves the law of the excluded contradiction, and
corresponds to `negation-as-failure' in fuzzy logic
programs. We call the resulting system semipossibilistic logic.
In the following heuristic deduction rule about
the diagnosis of hepatitis the absence of positive evidence is required by the negated conditions (similar
to negation-as-failure):
diagnosis( Patient, hepatitis X)
diagnostic nding( Patient, cirrhosis),
: diagnosis( Patient, hepatitis A),
: diagnosis( Patient, hepatitis B),
...
: diagnosis( Patient, hepatitis G).
This rule expresses the heuristic, that if there is evidence for the diagnostic nding cirrhosis (say, its
certainty is 0.8), and there is no evidence for a diagnosis of either of hepatitis A to G, then the diagnosis is hepatitis X (with certainty 0.8). If there is
any evidence for either of hepatitis A to G, the rule
should fail (i.e. not produce any evidence in favor of
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model semantics of [5] can be faithfully embedded C consists of the canonical intrepretation of terms
in fuzzy logic programs under our stable semantics. by themselves, and an assignment of a function
rI : Ua(r) ! C to every relation symbol r 2 Rel,
where a(r) denotes the arity of r; the function rI is
also called a fuzzy relation.1
A predicate logic signature  = hRel ; Const ; Fun i The class of all fuzzy Herbrand -interpretations
consists of a set of relation symbols, a set of con- is denoted by I f (). In the sequel we simply say
stant symbols, and a set of function symbols. U `fuzzy interpretation' instead of `fuzzy Herbrand indenotes the set of all ground terms of . For terpretation'. We prefer to call the logic based
a term tuple t1 ; : : : ; tn we also write t when its on fuzzy interpretations semi-possibilistic, since the
length is of no relevance. The logical functors are term `fuzzy logic' is already widely used (with vari:; ^; _. L() is the smallest set containing the ous meanings), and is connected with Zadeh's de atomic formulas of , and being closed with respect nition of negation, i.e. C (:F ) = 1 C (F ), which we
to the following conditions: if F; G 2 L(), then nd inappropriate because it leads to the violation
f:F; F ^ G; F _ Gg  L(). At() denotes the set of the law of the excluded contradiction, i.e. it does
of all atomic formulas (also called atoms). When not hold that C (F ^ :F ) = 0.
L  L() is some sublanguage, L0 denotes the corNotice that, strictly speaking, our semiresponding set of sentences (closed formulas). If the possibilistic logic is not a multi-valued logic. Since
signature  does not matter, we omit it and write, it is de ned for arbitrary certainty scales, it rather
e.g., L instead of L().
corresponds to the supraintuitionistic logic generIf Y is a preorder, then Min(Y ) denotes the set ated by linear orderings which is also called Dumof all minimal elements of Y , i.e. Min(Y ) = fX 2 mett's Logic.
Y j :9X 0 2 Y : X 0 < X g.
The semi-possibilistic satisfaction relation between a fuzzy Herbrand interpretation and a
certainty-valuated sentence is de ned in gure 1.
For brevity, we de ne the satisfaction relation here
De nition 1 (Certainty Scale) A certainty only for quanti er-free sentences. We use  to
scale hC ; 0; 1i is a linearly ordered set C with least denote the DeMorgan-type negation proposed by
Zadeh, and : to denote the Heyting-type negation
and greatest elements 0 and 1.
which we propose as the better choice.
Examples of certainty scales are the rational unit
interval, or any discrete ordering of linguistic uncer- Observation 2 If I j= F :, and  < , then
tainty values such as h0; ll; ql; vl; 1i, where ll stands I j= F : .
for little likely, ql for quite likely, and vl for very
likely. In the sequel, we assume that there is a xed Notice that according to (:), a negation :F is satcertainty scale C for which we simply write [0; 1]. is ed by an interpretation I (with any positive cerIf we want to exclude the value for complete uncer- tainty degree) i I is completely uncertain about
F . Thus, whenever a negated sentence holds with
tainty, we write (0; 1] = fv 2 C j v > 0g.
It is important to note that in semi-possibilistic some positive certainty degree, it also holds with
logic, unlike in probability theory, the intuitive absolute certainty (: is, in this sense, 2-valued).
meaning of 0 is not false, or impossible, but rather An interpretation I induces a certainty valuation.
completely uncertain, or absolutely no evidence.
De
nition 3 (Certainty Valuation) Let I 2
f ( ), r(t) 2 At0 ( ), and F; G 2 L0 ( ).
I
Observation 1 A certainty scale C corresponds
to a Heyting algebra whose implication-free frag(a)
CI (r(t)) = rI (t)
ment is hC ; min; max; _i, where the Heyting com(

)
CI (F ) = 1 CI (F )
plement _ is de ned as
(:)
CI (:F ) = _CI (F )

(
^
)
C
I (F ^ G) = min(CI (F ); CI (G))
v>0
_v = 01 ifotherwise
(_) CI (F _ G) = max(CI (F ); CI (G))
A fuzzy Herbrand interpretation of the language Semi-possibilistic certainty valuations are closely reL() is based on fuzzy relations over the Herbrand lated to necessity measures in the sense of [2]. While
1 In [9], a fuzzy Herbrand interpretation was de ned as
universe U .
a function : At ! [0 1], assigning certainty values to

2 Preliminaries

3 Semi-Possibilistic Logic

De nition 2 (Fuzzy Interpretation)
Let  = hRel ; Const ; Fun i be a signature. A fuzzy
Herbrand -interpretation I over a certainty scale

I

;

elements of the Herbrand base. This is equivalent to our
de nition.

Let F; G 2 L0 (; :; ^; _), r(t) 2 At0 (), I 2 I f (), and ;  2 C .
(a)
I j= r(t): :() rI (t)  
()
I j= (F ) :  :() there is no  > 1  s.th. I j= F :

 > 0 & there is no  > 0 s.th. I j= F :
(:)
I j= (:F ) :  :()
 = 0 & I j= F : for some  > 0
(^) I j= (F ^ G) :  :() I j= F : & I j= G:
(_) I j= (F _ G) :  :() I j= F : or I j= G:
Figure 1: Semi-Possibilistic Satisfaction
necessity measures, however, sacri ce compositionality in favor of `classicality' (i.e. for preserving classical tautologies),2 our semi-possiblistic certainty
valuations preserve compositionality on the basis
of a Heyting algebra which seems to be the better
choice since compositionality is more fundamental
than classical tautologies.
Notice that while the Law of the Excluded Middle (LEM) is violated by both negations: for certain sentences F , neither CI (F _ :F ) = 1, nor
CI (F _F ) = 1,3 its dual, the Law of the Excluded
Contradiction (LEC) which is much more fundamental, does hold for : but not for .

Observation 3 (LEC)

CI (F ^ :F ) = 0.

Proof: We have to prove that either CI (F ) or
CI (:F ) is equal to 0. This is the case, since by
de nition, CI (:F ) = 0 whenever CI (F ) > 0. 2
The
law
of
double negation elimination, CI (F ) = CI (F ),
does hold for the DeMorgan-type negation , but
not for the Heyting-type negation :. This is completely acceptable from a logical and cognitive point
of view, at least to the same degree as intuitionistic
logic is acceptable. Our considerations show that :
behaves much more in a logical way (and is closer to
negation in classical logic) than , since it satis es
(LEC) and a weak form of (LEM).
The following claim shows that the min/maxevaluation of conjunction and disjunction is not a
matter of choice (as suggested by the t-norm approach to fuzzy logic), but is implied by the semantics of semi-possibilistic logic, via the clauses (^)
and (_) in the de nition of the satisfaction relation.

Proof by induction on F : In the case of atoms and
negations, the assertion follows immediately from
the de nitions (a), () and (:). Let F = G ^ H .
Then, using observation 2,
CI (F ) = min(CI (G); CI (H ))
= min(maxf j I j= G:g; maxf j I j= H :g)
= maxf j I j= G: & I j= H :g
= maxf j I j= F :g

Similarly for F = G _ H :
CI (F ) = max(CI (G); CI (H ))
= max(maxf j I j= G:g; maxf j I j= H :g)
= maxf j I j= G: or I j= H :g
= maxf j I j= F :g 2

Let X  L0 ()[0; 1] be a set of valuated sentences.
The class of all models of X is de ned by
Mod(X ) = fI 2 I f () j I j= F , for all F 2 X g
and j= denotes the corresponding entailment relation, i.e. X j= F i Mod(X )  Mod(fF g).

De nition 4 (Diagram)f The diagram of a
fuzzy interpretation I 2 I () is de ned as
DI = fr(t1 ; : : : ; tn ): j  = rI (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) 6= 0g
Notice that in the diagram of an interpretation, uninformative sentences of the form a:0 are not included. We call a set of valuated atoms normalized
if it contains only maximal elements (i.e. it is not
the case that for any atom a there are two elements
a: and a: such that  6=  ).

CI (F ) assigns the most informative Observation 4 Fuzzy Herbrand interpretations
can be identi ed with their diagrams. In other
certainty degree supported by I to F :
words, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the class of fuzzy Herbrand interpretations and the
CI (F ) = maxf j I j= F :g
collection of all normalized sets of valuated atoms.
or in other words, I j= F : i CI (F )  .
Consequently, fuzzy Herbrand interpretations over
2 Mainly by de ning disjunction through the inequality

can be considered as normalized subsets of
I ( _ )  max( I ( ) I ( )) instead of the above equal0 ( )  (0; 1]. In the sequel, we identify an interAt
ity (_).
3 A weak version of the law of the excluded middle holds, pretation I with its diagram whenever appropriate,
however, for :: I (: _ :: ) = 1.
and write also I instead of I .

Claim 1
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Observation0 5 An ordinary Herbrand interpretation I  At () can be embedded in a fuzzy Herbrand interpretation I f = fa:1 j a 2 I g, such that
for all F 2 L0 (),
1. If I j= F , then CI (F ) = 1.
2. If I j= :F , then CI (F ) = 0, and consequently,
CI (:F ) = CI (F ) = 1.
f

f

f

f

For instance, X1 ` (:q(b; c) ^ p(d)) : 1.
Observation 6 A valuated sentence F : can be
inferred from a fuzzy database X if it is minimally
entailed: X ` F : i X j=m F :.

5 Fuzzy Logic Programs and
Stable Models

Proof: By straightforward induction on sentences. We allow for three kinds of rules in fuzzy logic pro2
grams.
De nition 9 (Fuzzy Deduction Rules) Let
F; G 2 L0 be arbitrary sentences. A fuzzy deduction rule r is an expression of the form
De nition 5 (Fuzzy Databases) A fuzzy (1) F G, or
database is a nite set of nite fuzzy relations (or (2) F  G, where  2 (0; 1] is a rational numfuzzy tables), corresponding to a normalized set of
ber, or
certainty-valuated atoms.
(3) F : G1 :1 ^ : : : ^ Gn :n .
Thus, a database X corresponds to a nite inter- The body of r, denoted by Br, is given by G, resp.
pretation MX . Instead of CMX , we simply write G : ^ : : : ^ G : , and the head of r, denoted by
1 1
n n
CX for the certainty valuation induced by MX .
Hr, is given by F , resp. F :.4 In rules of the form
Example 1 The fuzzy database consisting of the (3), the body may be empty (n = 0) in which case
it is trivially satis ed by every interpretation. We
two tables
also write simply F : instead of F : for such
d 1
fuzzy facts.
P = b 0:7
Q = dd cb 00::83
A fuzzy logic program is a set of fuzzy deduction
c 0:1
rules, or equivalently a pair hX; Ri, consisting of a
corresponds to X1 = fp(d):1; p(b):0:7; p(c):0:1; fuzzy database (or a set of fuzzy facts) X and a
set of fuzzy deduction rules R. We denote the req(d; c):0:8; q(d; b):0:3g.
striction of R to rules of the form (i) by R(i) . For
De nition 6 (Informational Extension)
simplicity, we assume that a program is fully instanLet I; J be two interpretations. We say that J in- tiated, i.e. that all rules are variable-free (since it is
formationally extends I , or J is at least as infor- clear how to instantiate a program, we will present
mative as I , symbolically I  J , if for all a: 2 program rules with variables).
I exists a: 2 J , such that   .
De nition 10 (Model of a Rule) Let I be a
This means that an interpretation (or a table) con- fuzzy Herbrand interpretation. Then,
tains more information than another one, if it con(1) I j= F G i CI (F )  CI (G)
tains additional elements (entries), or the certainty
(2) I j= F  G i CI (F )  CI (G)
of some elements in it is increased. For instance,
(3) I j= r i I j= Br implies I j= Hr
where r is a rule of the form (3).
d 0:9 < db 00::97 < db 01:7
b 0:7
c 0:1
c 0:1
Obviously, I j= F 1 G i I j= F G.
K be a class of interpretations. We write
De nition 7 (Minimal Model) Let F be a KLet
j
=
F i I j= F for all I 2 K . We de ne the set
valuated sentence, and X a set of valuated sen- of all rules from a set R which are applicable in K
tences. We de ne the minimal models of X by by
Modm (X ) := Min(Mod(X )), and minimal entailment: X j=m F i Modm (X )  Mod(fF g).
RK = fr 2 R(3) j K j= Brg [
fr 2 R(1) [ R(2) j CI (Br) > 0 for all I 2 K g
De nition 8 (Natural Inference) Let X be a
If K is a singleton, we omit brackets.
fuzzy database, and F 2 L0 an if-query. Then,
4 Instead of the conjunction symbol ^, one also simply
X ` F : i CX (F )  
uses commas in the body of a rule.

4 Fuzzy Databases and Minimal Models

5.1 Stable Models

Stable models do not exist in all cases. For instance,
= fp :pg has exactly one minimal model,
Fuzzy logic programs may have minimal models R
f
p:llg, which is not stable, however. We call a prowhich are not intended. This is illustrated by the gram without stable models unstable.
following example.

Example 2
Let R2 = fp(c):vl; r(x)
p(x) ^ :q(x)g be a
fuzzy logic program over the discrete certainty scale
[0; 1] = h0; ll; ql; vl; 1i. The minimal models of R2
are
M1 = fp(c):vl; r(c):vlg
M2 = fp(c):vl; q(c):llg

M2 is not an intended model: the program 2 does
not provide any reason to believe q(c):ll, since this

fact does not occur in any conclusion of a program rule. Only M1 is an intended model, and thus
r(c):vl should be inferrable.
Therefore, instead of minimality we need a more
re ned preference criterion which allows to select
the intended models of a program from its Herbrand
models.

Observation 7 Minimal and stable models coincide for non-disjunctive fuzzy logic programs without negation.

This observation applies in particular to those
negation-free fuzzy logic programs proposed in [3,
1, 4, 9].

5.2 Embedding Normal Logic Programs
Recall that a normal logic program consists of rules
of the form
a

l1 ^ : : : ^ ln

where a stands for an atom, and li = ai j:ai for a
literal. In an alternative notation, commas are used
instead of the conjunction symbol ^.
For B  Lit, let B denote the set of atoms which
De nition 11 (Interpretation Interval)
occur
negated in B , i.e. B = fa 2 At j :a 2 B g,
[M1 ; M2 ] = fM 2 I : M1  M  M2 g
and let B + = fa 2 At j a 2 B g. It holds that
The following de nition of a stable generated model for any B  Lit0 , and any Herbrand interpretation
of a fuzzy logic program was introduced for normal I  At0 ,
logic programs in [6].
I j= B i B +  I & B \ I = ;
De nition 12 (Stable Generated Model)
A model M of a fuzzy logic program R is called sta- De nition 13 (Gelfond/Lifschitz 1988) Let
ble generated, symbolically M 2 Mods (R), if there  be a normal logic program, and I  At. Then
is a chain of interpretations I0  : : :  I , such the Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation of  with rethat M = I , and
spect to I is de ned as
1. I0 = ;.
I = fa B + j (a B ) 2 , and B \ I = ;g
2. For successor ordinals with 0 <  , I is
a minimal extension of I 1 satisfying all rules and the Gelfond-Lifschitz operator  is de ned as
follows:  (I ) denotes the unique minimal model of
which are applicable in [I 1 ; M ].
I , i.e.  (I ) = MI . Fixpoints of  are called
3. For limit ordinals   , I = sup < I .
stable models of . According to Gelfond and LifsWe say that M is generated by the R-stable chain chitz, an atom a follows from , symbolically  ` a,
if it is satis ed in all stable models of .
I0  : : :  I .
faithfully embedWe also say simply `stable' instead of `stable gener- A normal logic program  can be
ated' model. Stable entailment is de ned as follows: ded in a fuzzy logic program f by setting
R j=s F i

where F 2 L0().

Mods (R)  Mod(fF g)

f = fa:1 l1 :1 ^ : : : ^ ln :1 j
(a l1 ^ : : : ^ ln ) 2 g

2 Fuzzy logic programs are a conservative
Example 2 (continued) Only M1 is a stable Claim
extension
of normal logic programs, i.e.
model of R2 generated by the stable chain ; 
fp(c):vlg  fp(c):vl; r(c):vlg. M2 is not a minif j=s a:1 whenever  ` a
mal extension of I1 = fp(c):vlg satisfying Hr for
all r 2 (R2 )[I1 ;M2 ], simply because (R2 )[I1 ;M2 ] = ;,

6 Related Work

i.e. the extension condition is trivially satis ed, and
hence I1 is the only minimal extension of I1 . Consequently, Mods (R2 ) = fM1g, and hence R2 j=s In [7], the distinction between uncertainty `at the
r(c):vl.
tuple level' and uncertainty `at the data-value level'

in databases is made. However, no fuzzy inference
relation including a logical treatment of negative evidence and negation in database queries is de ned.
An axiomatic de niton of relational databases with
fuzzy-set-valued attributes along the lines of Reiter's database completion theory is proposed in [8].
The main problem for many fuzzy logic programming approaches, such as [3, 4, 9], is the fuzzy logic
evaluation of negation: C (F ) = 1 C (F ), which
violates the law of the excluded contradiction and
is not compatible with the intended semantics of
negation in logic programs. As a consequence of
this problem, neither of these approaches allows for
negation in the body of a rule. We have remedied
the negation problem of fuzzy logic by proposing
our semi-possibilistic logic where we combine the
min/max-evaluation of conjunction and disjunction
with a supraintuitionistic evaluation of negation,
thereby preserving the law of the excluded contradiction and providing a semantic link to negationas-failure. By de ning a satisfaction relation for
uncertainty-quali ed formulas, we show that the
evaluation of conjunction and disjunction is not a
matter of choice, as suggested by the t-norm approach to fuzzy logic (adopted, e.g., in [4, 9]), but
has to be done by means of minimum and maximum.

7 Conclusion
We have shown how to combine uncertainty in the
form of fuzzy relations with the semantic framework of logic programming, i.e. with minimal and
stable Herbrand models. Our model of uncertain
inference is derived from the possibility theory of
Zadeh, Dubois and Prade. But unlike the rather
unsatisfactory treatment of negation in fuzzy logic,
and the non-compositional semantics of Dubois and
Prade's possibilistic logic, we propose a more logical
account of handling negative evidence and negation
in our compositional semi-possibilistic logic.

Acknowledgement: Thanks to Jer^ome Lang for
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